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A novel neutron microbeam is being developed at the Radiological Research Accelerator Facility (RARAF) of Columbia
University. The RARAF microbeam facility has been used for studies of radiation bystander effects in mammalian cells for
many years. Now a prototype neutron microbeam is being developed that can be used for bystander effect studies. The
neutron microbeam design here is based on the existing charged particle microbeam technology at the RARAF. The principle
of the neutron microbeam is to use the proton beam with a micrometre-sized diameter impinging on a very thin lithium fluor-
ide target system. From the kinematics of the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction near the threshold of 1.881 MeV, the neutron beam is con-
fined within a narrow, forward solid angle. Calculations show that the neutron spot using a target with a 17-mm thick gold
backing foil will be <20 mm in diameter for cells attached to a 3.8-mm thick propylene-bottomed cell dish in contact with the
target backing. The neutron flux will roughly be 2000 per second based on the current beam setup at the RARAF singleton
accelerator. The dose rate will be about 200 mGy min21. The principle of this neutron microbeam system has been prelimina-
rily tested at the RARAF using a collimated proton beam. The imaging of the neutron beam was performed using novel fluor-
escent nuclear track detector technology based on Mg-doped luminescent aluminum oxide single crystals and confocal laser
scanning fluorescent microscopy.

INTRODUCTION

Among the many compelling reasons to study radi-
ation effects due to low-energy neutron radiation, a
primary reason is because a significant number of
individuals are occupationally exposed to low doses
of neutrons, mostly low-energy neutrons (,50 keV).
For example, about 4000 individuals obtained mea-
surable neutron doses at the US Department of
Energy facilities during 2003(1). In addition, about
6000 Nuclear Regulatory Commission-monitored
workers per year (research workers, well loggers and
reactor workers) receive measurable neutron doses(2).
The neutron energy spectrum to which such individ-
uals will be exposed varies widely, depending on the
neutron source and the degree of moderation
applied to the neutrons. Considering the kerma-
weighted fluences at a location where personnel are
potentially exposed in a commercial nuclear reactor,
the important neutron energy range in terms of dose
deposition is, on average, from about 10–100 keV(3).
Additionally, neutron-induced radiation bystander
effects may well dominate the extrapolation of
measured radiation risk to very low doses. Because
the primary energy damage patterns are so different,
there is no a priori way of knowing whether the
bystander mechanisms that have been extensively
studied with charged particles and photons will be
similar, quantitatively or qualitatively, to those for

neutrons. To study human exposure to low-energy
neutrons (especially those with energies 10–100 keV)
and to explore the mechanism of neutron-induced
bystander effects, a neutron microbeam system is
being developed based on existing microbeam tech-
niques at the Radiological Research Accelerator
Facility (RARAF) of Columbia University.

NEUTRON MICROBEAM DESIGN

The principle of the neutron microbeam

The 7Li(p,n)7Be nuclear reaction, which has a
threshold at 1.881 MeV, is a well-known source for
generating neutrons. The near-threshold reaction
provides a relatively high neutron yield, as well as a
very narrow forwardly peaked angular distribution
for the outgoing neutrons(4). The narrow forward-
peaked neutron microbeam results from the fact that
the velocity of the centre of mass is greater than the
outgoing velocity of the neutrons. As shown, this
‘kinematic collimation’ enables one to produce
neutron microbeams with diameters of ,20 mm,
starting with a proton microbeam with a diameter of
5 mm. A schematic of the neutron microbeam
single-cell irradiation experiment setup is shown in
Figure 1. An electrostatic double-triplet lens system
is used to focus the incoming proton beam onto a
lithium fluoride layer on a thin gold backing foil.
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The proton beam will be stopped by the backing
foil, but the forward neutron beam will pass through
the backing foil and irradiate the cells. The backing
foil will also serve as the system vacuum window.
The geometry of the microbeam system requires
the source-to-sample distance to be very small.
Assuming a 1-mm thick LiF target layer with a
17-mm thick backing foil (Figure 1) and an
additional 3 mm for the thickness of the cell dish
bottom, the total distance from the target to the
cells is about 20 mm.

Table 1 lists the calculated neutron yields and
dose rates near the reaction threshold. The calcu-
lations are based on a 10 nA proton beam, which is
typically obtained. Maintaining the neutron
microbeam spot size generated from a 5-mm diam-
eter proton beam in the range from 8 to 18 mm will
require a proton beam energy between 1.882 and
1.886 MeV. It is clear that the key to the neutron
microbeam design is the extremely high-energy stab-
ility of the new Singletron accelerator (�1 keV) here.

Within a 208 forward angle, the generated neu-
trons have an energy range of 10–50 keV. The
neutron yield from protons impinging on the lithium

fluoride target design is about 2000 per nC. In this
case, the flux is about 5 neutrons mm22 s21. Based
on kerma factors from Bach and Caswell(5), the pre-
dicted dose rates for the different diameter neutron
microbeams are shown in Table 1 and also discussed
in a later section.

Backing foil of neutron microbeam

The lithium fluoride-plated backing foil is critical
because it must stop all the protons. As well, signifi-
cant temperature increases in the backing foil
material will compromise the target coating as well
as damage the cells to be irradiated. The Monte
Carlo code SRIM was used to simulate the proton
transport and ionisation process in the LiF/Au
layer. To satisfy the microbeam requirement and to
absorb all of the protons, a 17-mm thick gold foil is
required. Need to note, for keV energy neutrons, the
scattering in this thin gold foil is negligible (about
1024). Based on the specific heat capacity and the
thermal conductivity of the target backing, the rate
of temperature change in the target can simply be
calculated. Gold is the best candidate for the
backing foil because it has high thermal conduc-
tivity. From the calculations, the temperature differ-
ential on the gold backing foil is only 0.508 K for a
1 nA, 1.9 MeV proton beam, when the diameter of
the backing foil.increases from 5 mm to 10 mm,

Dose rate of neutron microbeam

The generated neutrons have an energy range from
10 keV to 50 keV which is based on the near-
threshold proton energy. The neutron yield from
protons impinging on a lithium fluoride target is
about 100–200 per second per nA of proton current
(3–6 neutrons mm22 s21) and, when using a pure
lithium target, the yield is increased to about three
times that amount. But a pure lithium target is not
easy for practical application.

The kerma factors for 10 keV and 50 keV neu-
trons from Bach and Caswell(5) are 0.096 and
0.394�10211 Gy cm2. So, if one assumes a beam
with 50 % 10 keV-energy neutrons and 50 % 5-keV
energy neutrons, the dose rate will be in the range of

Figure 1. A schematic of the neutron microbeam
experiment.

Table 1. Calculated neutron microbeam performance parameters.

Proton energy
(MeV)

Neutron yield
(per nC)

Maximum neutron
angle (degrees)

Neutron beam
diameter (mm)

Mean neutron
energy (keV)

Dose rate
(mGy min21)

1.882 270 9 8.1 30.0 80
1.883 800 13 10.5 30.2 140
1.884 1440 16 12.5 30.5 180
1.885 2230 19 14.7 30.7 200
1.886 3170 21 16.2 31.0 230
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80–230 mGy min21 for a 10-nA proton beam
impinging on an LiF target. For the low-energy
proton-induced X-rays of gold, The L shell X-ray is
about 13 keV(6), which is negligible on the far side
of the gold backing foil. The K shell X-rays are
with energies about 60–80 keV have much lower
production cross section than the L shell X-rays(7, 8)

and can be ignored also. The major background
dose from an LiF target is due to 478 keV gamma
rays from the 7Li(p,p0g) reaction, 109- and 197-keV
gamma rays from the 19F(p,p0g) reaction and
6-MeV gamma rays from 19F(p,ag)16O reaction.
The kerma factor for 478-keV photons is about
0.2�10211 Gy cm2(9). It is about a factor of 2 larger
than for 10-keV neutrons and about one-half that
for 50-keV neutrons. The overall ratio is about
1. The 478-keV gamma ray yield from 1.89-MeV
protons is about 25 times higher than the neutron
yield(10), however, neutrons are produced within a
very small solid angle, which is about one-hundredth
that for the photons (4p). Considering the geometry,
the 478-keV gamma ray dose is only about 25 % of
the neutron dose. And it is much less in terms of
equivalent dose (�1.6 %)(11). For the 19F(p,p0g)
reaction, the total cross sections of 110 and 197 keV
gamma ray are about same as the cross section
of the 478-keV gamma ray from 7Li(p,p0g) reac-
tion(12, 13). But the kerma factors for the two gamma
rays are roughly about 25 % of that for the 478-keV
gamma ray. So the total contribution of gamma
background from 19F(p,p0g) reaction will be half the
contribution from the 7Li(p,p0g) reaction, which is
about 12.5 % of the neutron dose and 0.8 % of the
neutron equivalent dose.

The 19F(p,ag) reaction, which produces �6-MeV
gamma rays, has a relatively lower cross section
(�1/6 of 197-keV gamma ray cross section of the

19F(p,p0g) reaction)(14) and even with a kerma factor
eight times higher, it will only give about 60 % of
total contribution from 19F(p,p0g) reaction. By
controlling the target thickness to the minimum
necessary, the production of resonance gamma rays
in the thin target will be limited.

THE CONCEPT TEST

The first concept measurement was conducted using
a beam collimator system at the RARAF (Figure 2).
To implement the setup on the proton microbeam
system here, a lithium fluoride target was custom
designed and installed. The system included a target
holder with a 1-mm diameter hole and a thin LiF
foil on a 40-mm thick Au/Al backing foil. As men-
tioned earlier, the LiF foil will only produce about
on-third of the neutron yield as a pure lithium target
will. However, LiF is significantly easier to
handle during the development work here. The
gold backing foil was glued onto a brass holder with
a 1-mm diameter centre hole in it and mounted onto
a microbeam port. The LiF coating was evaporated
on the gold film positioned behind the 1-mm diam-
eter hole in the mask.

The proton beam was collimated by a copper disc
with a 1-mm diameter aperture in the middle. The
initial proton beam was stopped in the gold backing
foil but the neutron beam, with more penetration
ability, passed through. The imaging of the neutron
beam was performed using novel fluorescent nuclear
track detector technology (FNTD)(15, 16). The tech-
nology is based on Mg-doped aluminum oxide
single crystal plates and confocal laser scanning flu-
orescent microscopy. Aluminum oxide detectors are
not directly sensitive to neutrons and have to be
covered by a converter material. For low-energy

Figure 2. A schematic of measurement setup for mapping of neutron field.
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neutrons produced in the described experiments,
converters made of 0.9-mm thick LiF chips enriched
with 6Li isotope (TLD600) were used. Nuclear reac-
tion 6Li(n,a) generates an alpha particle and a
tritium ion which in turn produce fluorescent tracks
in aluminum oxide FNTD detector. High-resolution
imaging technique allows imaging, identification,
counting of individual tracks and mapping of the
neutron field through the calculated track densities
(Figure 3). The intensity of each pixel on the map of
Figure 3 corresponds to a track density obtained
from one 100�100 mm fluorescent image. To
increase the resolution of neutron field mapping one
can use thinner 6Li converters and fluorescent
images as small as 5�5 mm. Based on the geometry
of the described system, the 1.5 mm diameter of the
beam size was predicted and measured.
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